Trade Spotlight: Options
Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is Trade Spotlight: Options?
The Trade Spotlight; Options is a commodity trading advisory. It’s an email based
service providing option trade recommendations by applying our methodology based on
our trading philosophy. Our technique is to track specific chat patterns for breakouts and
apply key technical indicators to confirm the trade setup. That trade setup provides
specific entry and exit levels with a focus on risk and capital management.
2. What do I receive with Trade Spotlight: Options?
You receive a precise options trading plan from entry to exit. It includes specific entry
price, defined exit parameters, and real-time trade management. In addition, you’ll see
the rationale behind the trade setup so you can learn as you trade.
3. Which markets are traded?
The trade advisory covers over forty futures markets spanning eight market sectors. It
provides diversified trading opportunities in both the financial and physical commodity
markets.
4. How many trades should I expect?
There are potentially 0-4 new trade recommendations per month based on market
conditions.
5. Will there be margin requirements?
Purchasing outright or covered options do not require a margin. However, certain
strategies implement selling outright or uncovered options. If a margin is required, it will
be clearly noted in the email.
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7. What can I expect for emails?
The trade advisory consists of three parts. First, the Trade Setup emails present the
new option trade recommendations. These are delivered late afternoon or early evening
to be acted on for the next session. Second, the Trade Management emails inform you
when to tighten price alerts or take profits. Trade Management emails are normally
delivered after the close, but may occasionally be sent out during the trading session if
market conditions warrant. Lastly, the Monthly Summary email recaps the month’s
portfolio and is sent out after the first of the new month
8. How much does this service cost?
There is no cost to receive this advisory service on an ongoing basis.
9. How do I gain access to the Trade Spotlight; Options?
Establish a trading account with our firm to receive unlimited access or just contact your
current Daniels Trading broker to be added to the list. If you are not yet client, we do
offer a free trial.

